
AS KASHRUS professionals, all of us stand in the spotlight. We 
publicly and professionally represent Torah, while interacting on a 
constant basis with people who are very different than we are. As 
such, whether we realize it or not, company contacts and their col-
leagues are very aware of our religious Jewish identity, and they read-
ily judge religious (and probably all) Jews by the way they view us.

Unless one takes a step back, it is often hard to imagine how seem-
ingly innocuous words and actions on our part can create a major 
Kiddush Hashem – or a seismic chillul Hashem.

Let’s look at some guidelines and applications:
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  It goes without saying that impeccable manners and courtesy 
must always be demonstrated. Any unrefined interaction, includ-
ing interrupting people, failing to greet them nicely, not replying 
to their questions and messages, not thanking them graciously, and 
so forth, is inexcusable and creates a true chillul Hashem.  

  Speaking with other OU employees about a company contact 
in that contact’s presence (especially doing so in a whisper or 
in Hebrew or Yiddish) is greatly offensive and is not allowed. 
For someone to know that we are speaking about him, and in  
particular in a manner or language that indicates that we are prob-
ably saying negative things, as we don’t want him to hear what 
we are saying about him, is one of the biggest insults imaginable.

  Our plant contact, Jack, tells us, “I am sorry, Rabbi, that you had 
to meet with Paul the last time you were here; he is not easy to 
work with”. Our reply to Jack can never be, “I know, Jack. Paul is 
not the nicest fellow”, or anything of the sort. It is very likely that 
this statement would get back to Paul. It is also very likely that, by 
us making such a statement, Jack would feel that religious Jews are 
not dignified and are hypocrites, as they are comfortable sharing 
gossip and negative things about other people. In fact, Jack may 
even think to himeself, “Who knows what unkind things the rabbi 
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BUTTER OR CHEESE

SHULCHAN ARUCH (Y.D. 115:2) 
writes that the reason for the gezeira of gevi-
nas akum is because ,che rugc v,ut ihshngn 
vkhcb (it is set with non-kosher animal ren-
net). Since butter is not snguv (formed) with 
rennet and is not classified as gevina, it is not 
included in this gezeira. However, Shulchan 
Aruch concludes that since owwufg ,tnj con-
tains some amount of ckj hjumjm (milk drop-
lets), its permissibility is dependent on one’s 
minhag. However, ckj hjumjm is not an issue 
for those who follow Rav Moshe Feinstein 
zt”l’s heter of chalav stam1, since obviously 
the droplets of milk cannot be more chamur 
than the milk itself. Therefore, anyone who 

rrugk tkt h,tc tk
follows this opinion can eat owwufg ,tnj pro-
vided of course it has a reliable hashgachah 
to ensure that it is made from all kosher 
ingredients (e.g. does not contain non-
kosher whey cream) and is made on kosher 
equipment. 

Whether we categorize a dairy product as 
a vbhcd or as a vtnj has significant nafka 
minos. While gevinas Yisroel requires hash-
gacha temidis and the participation of a 
Yisroel, either by actively pouring in the 
rennet (Shach) or by witnessing the rennet 
being added (Rema), butter can be certified 
with a yotzei v’nichnos (random spot visits). 
However, it is not always obvious whether a 
certain dairy product should be classified as 
vbhcd or vtnj. 

SOUR CREAM AND YOGURT
The Radvaz (tmr ohpkt c inhx u ekj) writes 
that yogurt is a type of gevina and is sub-
ject to the requirements for gevinas Yisroel. 
However the Pri Chadash (Y.D. 115:21) 
is lenient regarding a cheese-like product 
called kaymak, which is made by simmering 

milk for hours over a low heat, skimming 
the cream and then leaving it to chill and 
ferment. Pri Chadash held that this type of 
cheese is not included in the gezeira of gevi-
nas akum, presumably because this cheese is 
made with heat and not with a coagulant2. 
Since this process substantially differs from 
the formation of rennet type cheeses, kaymak 
is categorized as butter and not as a cheese. 

The Aruch Hashulchan (Y.D. 115:28) applies 
the sevara of the Pri Chadash to sour cream 
(twwbgygnx) and soured milk/yogurt rwwghuz) 
(lwwkhn as well. The OU certifies chalav-stam 
sour cream and yogurt without requiring 
gevinas Yisroel. 

Although some poskim required draining off 
any liquid milk from these products, because 
of the presence of  owwufg ckj hjumjm as previ-
ously noted those who follow Rav Moshe’s 
heter of chalav ha’companies need not do so. 

ACID SET CHEESE
Should acid set cheese such as cottage cheese 
and cream cheese be classified as butter or 
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may have said to Paul about me?” The cor-
rect reply on the part of the RFR or RC to 
Jack’s statement about Paul is, “I do my 
best to work with everyone I meet”, “I 

try to be friends with everyone”, or something similar, expressing 
graciousness and a desire to avoid concurring with Jack’s unkind 
sentiments.            

  Never say anything negative to company contacts about other 
rabbis or kashrus agencies. When company contacts see rabbis 
“slinging mud” at each other, it lowers their esteem for rabbis and 
Jews. Even if the other rabbi or kashrus agency deserves criticism, 
such criticism should not be expressed to the company contact.

  Never tell a company how much we or any OU staff members 
are paid for our kashrus work – be it for a regular visit, supervi-
sion of a special production, office work, or the like. If the com-
pany feels that the pay is too high, such conversation feeds straight 
into the image of “greedy/rich Jews” and all types of negative 
stereotypes about our people. If the company knows what its OU 
fees are and it feels that the rabbis’s pay for the 
work under discussion is far below the OU fees 
that it pays, the company will likely direct its 
suspicions of greed and harbor animosity toward 
the entire OU and the Jewish community. Even 
if the company does not have any feelings about 
the rabbi’s pay, it will likely come away with a sense of disrespect, 
as it is not professional to tell others about one’s salary.

  Conference calls are real conferences and must be treated 
as such. When companies hear us typing e-mails during confer-
ence calls, whispering to others in the room, or they realize that 
we are not being attentive, as we got distracted with something 
on our computer during the call, a profound message of lack of 
professionalism, of personal slight and of poor character is sent. 
During a conference call, e-mail and internet should not be in 
view on our computers, and our office doors should be shut, 
when possible, in order to prevent people from coming in to 
speak/interrupt, and to keep outside noise out. Each party to 
a conference call must feel that the other party is giving its 
undivided attention. Failure to do so indicates a disrespect 
toward the other party. 

  Show that you care. I have observed our finest RFRs, as they 
start each plant visit, asking their plant contacts how their families 
are doing, how they are feeling, and so forth. Sending our con-
tacts condolence letters upon a loss and calling to ask if all is OK 
after a natural disaster that struck the area are tremendous sources 
of Kiddush Hashem and are appreciated more than we realize. 
Our integrity, and the respect which others accord Torah, are 
directly correlated with how we reach out and treat others on a 
human plane.

  Look professional and respectable. A rabbi who is nicely-
dressed and well-groomed can command respect and make a 
Kiddush Hashem. A rabbi who appears sloppy, unkempt or 
lacking in hygiene engenders a chillul Hashem and will not be 
respected by his contacts.

  OU policy is that kashrus staff is not supposed to accept sub-
stantial gifts from companies. In some cases, companies insist 
that the visiting RFR or RC accept a product sample. Although 
rejection of this token gift will likely insult the company, and 
such a gift may on occasion be accepted in a very minor quantity, 
kashrus staff may never ask for or even show any interest in 
receiving this or any other gift, no matter how small. Doing 
so places the rabbi at the mercy of the company and damages 
the mutual respect of the relationship.

KIDDUSH
continued from page 17

continued on page 19

  Come prepared. When an RC or RFR shows up at the plant with-
out proper paperwork (electronic or hard copy), or demonstrates 
a lack of basic familiarity with the plant, it sends a message to the 
plant that the RC or RFR does not take the plant seriously. In a 
regular business setting, no one would show up for an interview, 
meeting or to make a presentation without basic preparation; it 
is unbecoming and unprofessional. Kashrus is no different. One 
must always come prepared. (The same applies to any interaction 
with a company, be it on the phone or in writing. Approaching a 
company contact without prior effort to collect one’s thoughts and 
know the issues is considered very unprofessional and is a chillul 
Hashem.)

  Written visit reports shared with companies, as well as all 
communications with our company contacts, must utilize 
proper English and punctuation and must be presentable 
and clear. In the business world, communications which contain 
errors and poor language are looked down upon and are not taken 
seriously, and when the person issuing the communication is a 

religious Jew, a chillul Hashem is created. 

  Please don’t place people on speakerphone 
with others present in the room, or on confer-
ence calls, without their prior knowledge and 
consent. When people are brought into conversa-
tions with people other than the caller, they may  

  be caught by surprise, not being prepared for the discussion. 
People may also accidentally say things that they would not want 
the other parties on the call to hear, as they are not aware at first 
that those other parties are on the line or are in the room on speak-
erphone. Great embarrassment and damage can be caused by not 
first alerting all parties that they are about to be on a conference 
call or on speakerphone with others in the room. 

  Consider not using speakerphone at all without permission 
of the other party to the call. Speakerphone is often not fully 
audible and clear. It is thus advisable not to place the other party 
on speakerphone, even with full privacy maintained, unless that 
party agrees to it. Many people consider it discourteous to be 
spoken to on speakerphone, as the party using speakerphone often 
is somewhat difficult to hear. If one prefers to use speakerphone, 
he should preferably place the call with speakerphone off and then 
ask the other party, “Do you mind if I continue our discussion on 
speakerphone?”

  When communicating with company personnel, avoid using 
phrases which imply that we have the right to control the 
manner by which the plant operates. For example, if a company 
wishes to produce a non-kosher product on a line that is used 
to manufacture an OU-certified product, do not write, “You are 
not permitted (or you are not allowed, or you may not produce) 
the non-kosher product.” Rather, you should write, “The OU 
cannot approve the production of the non-kosher item on the 
kosher-designated line. The non-kosher item would compromise 
the kosher integrity of the line.” In other words, the OU has the 
right to approve or disapprove situations that relate to the use 
of its symbol, but the OU does not have ultimate authority over 
the facility.  The company can choose to do as it pleases, and the 
OU can choose to withhold its approval for the use of its symbol.  
Although this distinction may seem subtle, the tone of a letter 
can be dramatically changed by such nuances. If a plant manager 
receives a letter from a rabbi saying, “You can’t do this (or that)”, 
the plant manager may very likely think or say, “Who does that 
rabbi think he is?” (or some variation, peppered with expletives). 
It is very probable that the recipient of such a message will share it 
with others, thereby creating a significant chillul Hashem.

DO YOU MIND 
IF I CONTINUE OUR 

DISCUSSION ON 
SPEAKERPHONE?
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gevina?  The Aruch Hashulchan (Y.D. 
115:16) writes that simple cheese (equiva-
lent to our farmer’s cheese) that has no 
real ha’amada is still classified as gevina 

because of a “lo plug”. This is presumably because he held that the 
addition of an acid which causes a separation of milk into curds and 
whey is principally the same process as is employed in making hard 
cheese. However, Igeros Moshe (II:48) 
offers an approach that would permit cot-
tage cheese. Although cottage cheese is 
made with the addition of an acid, it can 
also be made naturally without any addi-
tives, by letting the milk sit and naturally 
acidify. Rav Moshe argues that since this same cheese can also be 
made without any coagulant, it is not subject to the chashash that 
it was vkhcb ,che rugc snguv. However, Rav Moshe cautions against 
relying on this sevara halacha l’meisah. Nonetheless, the minhag in 
America based on the ruling of Rav Henkin zt’l was that acid set 
cheeses are classified as butter and as such are not included in the 
gezeira of gevinas akum3. 

Rav Schachter added that we should not apply a “lo plug” to soft 
cheese, since in the days of Chazal, soft cheese was made without 
any additives. Therefore, there would have been no reason for it to 
have been included in the original gezeira, since it was not made with 
vkhcb ,che rug.

One can give another explanation for why acid set cheese is permit-
ted based on the ruling of the Pri Toar (Y.D. 115:7). He writes that 
gevinas Yisroel does not require that one actually see the kosher ren-
net being added to the milk, but rather that one has a yediah gemura 
(100% knowledge) that kosher rennet was used. For example, if a 
non-Jew would be locked in a room with only kosher rennet and 
milk, and were to emerge hours later with cheese, this would also be 
gevinas Yisroel. Since we have a yediah gemura that cottage cheese 
is not made with rennet, even if we were to view cottage cheese as a 
vbhcd and not a vtnj, it would still be permitted.   

CHALAV YISROEL
The OU requires that the mashgiach add the acid and/or cultures 
when making chalav Yisroel acid set cheese or yogurt.

CAN ANY AMOUNT OF RENNET BE ADDED?
Rav Moshe points out that although some companies add small 
amounts of rennet to speed up the cottage cheese making process, 
this is not a concern. This would be an example of zeh yachol v’zeh 

      Don’t show anger, and always show 
respect, even if the company has vio-
lated our contract. Demonstrating anger  

  is highly unprofessional. When a rabbi (or any religious Jew) lets 
out anger upon a company contact, it is very unbecoming and is a 
surefire way to create a serious chillul Hashem.

  As a general rule, do not take phone calls during visits or 
meetings with companies. Interrupting a visit or meeting with a 
company contact for a phone call or incoming e-mail is unprofes-
sional and is considered by most people to be rude; it is also often 
taken by a company contact to be an indication that the visit or 
meeting is not so important to us. Should we need to take an 
urgent call or reply to an urgent e-mail during a company visit 
or meeting, we should politely excuse ourselves, make it quick, 
apologize to the company for the interruption - and do it very, 
very infrequently.            

  People in our communities know that we work for the OU 
and represent kashrus, and we therefore must be sure to 
comport ourselves at all times in a manner which befits this 
distinguished role and instills confidence that OU kashrus is 
supervised and certified  by b’nei Torah. Thus, even while not 
on the job, we must dress and act in a way that brings dignity 
and respect to the OU and kashrus. Should people in our neigh-
borhoods see someone they identify as an OU rabbi consistently 
coming very late to shul/talking in the back of shul, dressed in an 
unbecoming manner, acting foolishly or undignified, using speech 
unbefitting a rabbi/ben Torah, and so forth, they will lose respect 
for the OU, and a major chillul Hashem will have been generated.   

By being fully aware of how we are perceived and how our words and 
actions make bold and noticeable statements about what we repre-
sent, we can strive to make an even greater Kiddush Hashem in our 
interactions on every level. 

KIDDUSH
continued from page 18

LO BASI
continued from page 17

aino yachol, since cottage cheese can be made without any rennet, 
but the amount of rennet that is used cannot form any cheese (it 
is not ma’amid). Rav Belsky added that even if the rennet were 
to slightly improve the cottage cheese, it would still be permitted, 
since only kosher rennet is being used. He explained that there is 
no issur for a non-Jew to use kosher rennet. The issur is for a non-
Jew to make cheese. Since this amount of rennet is not enough to 

make cheese, there is no prohibition. 
However, if non-kosher rennet would 
be added, then it would only be permit-
ted bidieved, because of zeh v’zeh gorem. 
Therefore, baker’s cheese, sour cream 
and skyr (a thick yogurt) which can all 

contain a touch of rennet are all permitted, since the rennet alone is 
not enough to cause any ha’amada. 

HOW MUCH RENNET IS OK?
Rennet strength is measured in IMCU (International Milk Clotting 
Units). In the U.S. single strength rennet is 200 IMCU, but in 
Europe single strength rennet is 130-140 IMCU. One should also 
keep in mind that rennet can be sold in a variety of concentrations; 
double strength, triple strength, even 10X rennet is available. While 
regular cheese requires about 70-90 ml of single strength rennet 
(200 IMCU) per 1000 lbs of milk, cottage cheese uses about 1 
ml, skyr uses about 2 ml and baker’s cheese can use about 4 ml of 
single strength rennet per 1000 lbs of milk4. At these low levels the 
rennet alone is incapable of being ma’amid (holding any form). So 
the ha’amada is viewed as coming from the acid. In our experience, 
dosages of 4-5 ml of 200 IMCU per 1000 lbs are not a problem.

We have encountered acid cheeses that contain much higher levels 
of rennet, as high as 30 ml per 1000 lbs of milk. This is about a 
third the rennet found in standard rennet set cheese. While these 
cheeses are classified as acid cheese, and the rennet plays a secondary 
role, this level of rennet may be enough to create a ha’amada, albeit 
very loose. Although one can argue that the cheese that is formed is 
only a result of the acid, still this is clearly further than Rav Moshe 
or Rav Henkin ever permitted. Rav Belsky and Rav Schachter were 
concerned that this level of rennet might already be a problem.  

__________________________________________________________ 
1 Igeros Moshe Y.D. II:48
2 Shevet Halevi IV:86
3 See also rpx jwwh inhx swwh ekj ctz hrcs, who brings this same sevara.
4 Dairy Microbiology Handbook by Richard Kenneth Robinson  pg. 482-484

THE RULING OF RAV HENKIN ZT’L 
WAS THAT ACID SET CHEESES  
ARE CLASSIFIED AS BUTTER
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The MTJ Highschool (above) and their Rabbeim and Menahel Rabbi Shaul Katz (centre) visited the OU in the latest 
Harry H. Beren VISIT OU program. They visited with Rabbi Genack and Rav Belsky (right picture) who spoke 

to them concerning what he had learned from the Illustrious Rosh HaYeshiva of MTJ HaGaon Rav Moshe Feinstein Zt’l.

VISIT OU 
A Pictorial Essay

to our devoted administrative assistant CHAYA 
KAHANOVITCH AND HER HUSBAND on 
the birth of their daughter.

MAZEL
TOV

to our dedicated Rabbinic 
Coordinator RABBI LENNY STEINBERG AND FAMILY on 
the recent loss of his father Mr. Sol Steinberg O’H of Eretz Yisroel. 

to our devoted RFR RABBI ZVI KASS on the recent loss of his 
father Yitzchok Baruch Kass. 

CONDOLENCES

ohkaurhu iuhm hkct rta lu,c of,t ojbh ouenv

Dear Rabbi Gersten, Shlita

In your excellent article about Chazara on 
Shabbos you enumerate several permissible ways 
to heat fully cooked foods on Shabbos. However, 
it would seem that you omitted one of the most 
important methods, namely warming food in a 

warm oven that does not reach yad soledes. Many foods do not need 
to be served hot, just slightly warm. Here in Toronto, we warm these 
foods in an oven that is set to 105˚ F. The food does not even reach 
that temperature. Do you have any issue with this?

Thank you, Rabbi Raphael Grossman 
RFR OU Toronto

 

Dear Rabbi Grossman, Shlita

Indeed you are correct that one may take food from a refrigerator 
on Shabbos and warm it in a location where it cannot get to yad 
soledes. This is brought as well by the Mishna Berura 253:23 who 
explains that one may place food to warm on Shabbos in a place that 
cannot reach yad soledes even if the oven is not garuf v’katum or any 
other precaution. The OU accepts that the threshold for yad soledes 
is 120˚ F, but for Shabbos we should stay below 113˚F to make 
sure that we stay far away from any possibility of chilul Shabbos. 
So a warmer set to 105˚ F is certainly permitted. Though I did not 
list this as a separate section in the article, I did make reference to 
the permissibility of warming below yad soledes towards the end of 
the article, but you are correct that it deserves additional emphasis.  
There are still two possible concerns when warming below yad 
soledes; opening the oven door may cause the fire to go on and molid 
(turning a solid into a liquid). Therefore, the oven should only be 
opened and closed by a non-Jew and one should not warm items 
that will cause congealed fat to turn into a pool of gravy.    

Sincerely, Rabbi Eli Gersten
__________________________________________________________

In the Cheshvan edition of The Daf HaKashrus (Vol. 20 #1, p.1) 
there was an article on waiting between milk and meat. It pondered 
the Yekkische minhag of three hours. My mother a”h’s family were 
Yekkisch and rabonim for hundreds of years.

MAIL
First, not all German families wait three hours. There are a variety 
of minhagim. Having said that, my mother’s family and that of my 
in-laws and most of the Yekische families I know wait three hours. 
Second, there are versions of the sefer ha’agudah that say ,uga wd, 
though this is not consistent and could be a mixup between a gimel 
and a vav. Now, swwgpk there is a very obvious ruen, so obvious that 
u,uyhap curn no one ever questioned the minhag until a couple of 
hundred years ago. The gemora says ‘another seuda’. Tosafos says it 
means a new meal, even immediately, but not to wait like between 
the meals of boker and erev. This seems to have led everyone else to 
consider that (i.e. boker and erev - Editor) to be the alternative mean-
ing. That is why we try to fit in the six hour shiur of the Rambam to 
this guideline. However, there is a more poshut separation between 
meals, other than morning to night. This one has a halachic basis in 
shas. The only place where there is a required wait al pi halacha is 
on erev pesach [or erev shabbos lemar kideis lai]. One may not eat a 
meal samuch lemincha, because he will still be full at night. Samuch 
lemincha ketana is known as ,uga ga, (Which begins 1/2 hour 
before Mincha Ketana. See Rashbam Pesochim 99B – Editor). This is 
three hours between meals.

Sincerely, Shimon Silver,  
Rav, Young Israel of Greater Pittsburgh, Author Halochoscope
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SOUTH FLORIDA
February 3-5, 2012

Parshat Bashalach-Shabbat Shira

  OU COMMUNITY WEEKEND IN

ASK OU KASHRUT PROGRAM 
COMES TO SOUTH FLORIDA FOR FIRST TIME

9:45 - 10:30 am
Rabbi Chaim Loike
The Mesorah of Kosher Birds and Eggs

10:30 - 11:15 am
Rabbi Dovid Jenkins
How Tootsie Roll, Gatorade and Corporate 
America Have Affected Kashrut?

11:15 am - 12:00 pm
ASK the OU Rabbanim
Rabbi Chaim Loike, Rabbi Dovid 
Jenkins and Rabbi Yosef Grossman 
      Priority will be given to questions  
sent by fax to 212.613.0621 or  
email Grossman@ou.org.
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For more information call: 212.613.8155 
synagogue@ou.org • www.ou.org

Boca Raton • Boynton Beach • Hollywood • Kendall • Miami Beach • North Miami Beach • Palm Beach

FREE colored booklet 
will be distributed

Sunday, February 5, 2012
Young Israel of Hollywood - Ft. Lauderdale

3291 Stirling Road·Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Sponsored by the Harry. H. Beren Foundation of Lakewood, NJ
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The Mesorah of Kosher Birds and Eggs

10:30 - 11:15 am
Rabbi Dovid Jenkins
How Tootsie Roll, Gatorade and Corporate 
America Have Affected Kashrut?

11:15 am - 12:00 pm
ASK the OU Rabbanim
Rabbi Chaim Loike, Rabbi Dovid 
Jenkins and Rabbi Yosef Grossman 
      Priority will be given to questions  
sent by fax to 212.613.0621 or  
email Grossman@ou.org.
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For more information call: 212.613.8155 
synagogue@ou.org • www.ou.org

Boca Raton • Boynton Beach • Hollywood • Kendall • Miami Beach • North Miami Beach • Palm Beach

FREE colored booklet 
will be distributed

Sunday, February 5, 2012
Young Israel of Hollywood - Ft. Lauderdale

3291 Stirling Road·Ft. Lauderdale, FL

Sponsored by the Harry. H. Beren Foundation of Lakewood, NJ
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8:00 - 8:30 pm

Contemporary Halachic and  
Philosophical Challenges Facing 
the Great Neck Community

Rav HeRsHel scHacHteR shlita
Halachic Consultant, OU Kosher
Rosh Yeshiva and Rosh Kollel, RIETS at Yeshiva University

8:30 - 9:00 pm

Chinuch of Children in Kashrut  
and Other Mitzvot

Rav YisRoel BelskY shlita
       Halachic Consultant, OU Kosher
Rosh Yeshiva, Yeshiva Mesivta Torah Vodaath

Followed BY Ask the OU Poskim
Rav Yisroel Belsky shlita and Rav Hershel Schachter  
shlita will answer questions on Halacha and OU Policy.   
Priority will be given to questions sent by fax to  
212.613.0621 or email Grossman@ou.org.

Open to the entire community. Free admission.

For more information call Rabbi Yosef Grossman,  
Director of OU Kosher Education, at 212.613.8212, 
914.391.9470, or email Grossman@ou.org.

oU poskim  
come 
        to GReat Neck 
commUNitY

Endorsed by the following  
participating congregations:
torah ohr
shira chadasha
chabad of Great Neck
midrash ben ish chai
kol israel achim
ahavat shalom
ohel menachem
Babylonian Jewish center
kollel ohr Haemet
Great Neck synagogue
Young israel of Great Neck
cherry lane minyan

Sponsored by:  
the Harry H. Beren Foundation 
lakewood, NJ

Sunday,  
February 12, 2012

Torah ohr  
CongregaTion
575 Middle Neck Road
GReat Neck, NY 11023

OUTREACH


